Materials at the Lake Hiawatha Library
These are just a few of the materials about archaeology owned by the Lake Hiawatha Library.

**Ancient Celts: Archaeology Unlocks the Secrets of the Celts’ Past (2008)**
by Jen Green, J936.4 GRE
Archaeologists use dig sites to learn more about the distinctive languages, art, and mythologies of the ancient Celts.

**Archaeology (2004),** by Trevor Barnes, J930.1 BAR
Explores the science of excavating and examining the debris from centuries of human life.

**Bill Nye the Science Guy: Archaeology (2003),** JDVD 930.1 ARC
Bill Nye demystifies archaeology in this 26-minute program.

**Bodies from the Ash: Life and Death in Ancient Pompeii (2005)**
by James M. Deem, J937.7 DEE
Archaeological excavations unearth an ancient Roman city buried under layers of volcanic rubble.

**Archaeology for Kids: Uncovering the Mysteries of the Past (2001)**
By Richard Panchyk, J930.1 PAN
An interactive and informative overview of the science of archaeology and what is revealed from ancient civilizations discovered around the world!

**The Seven Wonders of the Ancient World (2002),** by Diana Bentley, J930 BEN
Illustrations and photographs of artifacts from these ancient wonders.

**At Home in Her Tomb: Lady Dai & the Ancient Chinese Treasures of Mawangdui (2014),** by Christine Liu-Perkins, J951.01 LIU
Archaeologists unearth the mysteries of the Mawangdui tombs, including miniature servants, mysterious silk paintings, and the best preserved mummy in the world.

### Search the Shelves
Browse the nonfiction shelves for books with the following call numbers:
- **J939:** Mummies
- **J930:** Ancient World
- **J930.1** Archaeology
- **J931:** Ancient China
- **J932:** Ancient Egypt
- **J933:** Ancient Palestine
- **J934:** Ancient India
- **J935:** Ancient Mesopotamia
- **J936:** Ancient Europe
- **J937:** Ancient Rome
- **J938:** Ancient Greece

**J939:** Other parts of the ancient world

---

### Search the Online Catalog @ parsippanylibrary.org and click on Catalog.
Then type any one of these terms (or any term you choose) in the search box:
- **ARCHAEOLOGY** or **ARCHAEOLOGISTS**
- **EXCAVATIONS** or **EXTINCT CITIES**
- **ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS**

Limit your results by clicking on choices in the **NARROW YOUR SEARCH** frame on the left hand side of the screen. Limit by **LIBRARY, AGE LEVEL, FICTION OR NONFICTION**, etc.

---

### Think Outside the Branch
Don’t forget…you have access to books at all Parsippany Libraries, as well as in the M.A.I.N. (Morris County) library system. If you search the library and find a book we don’t have, ask a librarian to have it sent here!

---

### Did you know...
The library provides **FREE** online resources just for kids. You can access them from anywhere. You will need your library card barcode to access them from home or your smartphone.

From your laptop, go to **parsippanylibrary.org**, click on **Research**, then click **Databases**. From your smartphone, go to **parsippanylibrary.org**, click on **Menu**, then **Research**, then **Databases**.

A few that may be helpful:
- **Kids Search**
- **Searchasaurus**
- **World Almanac for Kids**

---

Don’t hesitate to ask the librarian for help finding specific information or for tips on how to conduct your own search. **We’re here to help!**